
                     INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL BURAIDAH   

                       Worksheet-1  for the academic year 2023-24  

Class: 8                       Subject: Social Science.         Date:___________  

Lessons: History Ch-1,  Civics Ch-1  and  Geography Ch-1   

I.  FILL IN THE BLANKS : -    

1.____________ is the third tier of the government.   

2._____________ was the president of the Constituent Assembly.    

3. A society having an organized political structure is 

called_________________.   

4..________ means possessing supreme or ultimate power.   

5..____________ refers to the existence of more than one level of 

government in the country.   

6. The Indian constitution was adopted in __________.   

7. In _________ the Indian National Congress make the 

demand for a Constituent Assembly?   

8. Nepal established democracy in _________.   

9. ______________ was the first governor general of India.  

10. When one country subjugate another country which leads to 

political, social, economic, social and cultural changes refer 

to ________________.  

11. ________________ is about changes that occur over time.  



12.The periodisation of Indian history given by __________ was 

widely accepted.  

13.Anything that can be used to satisfy a need is a __________.   

14._____________ help in making people a valuable resource.   

15._______________ and _____________ are the two important 

factors that can change substances into resources.  

16.___________ resources refers to the knowledge and abilities 

of the people.  

ANSWER KEY : 1. Panchayati Raj     2. Dr Rajendra Prasad  3. Polity       

4. Sovereign    5.Federation .       6. 26th January 1950      7. 1934       

8. 2006     9. Warren Hastings     10. Colonialisation    11. History    

12. James Mill     13. Resource    14. Education and health      

15Time, technology       16. Human   

II. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: -    

Q1. Explain the three organs of government in India ?   

Q2. Why does a democratic country needs a Constitution ?   

Q3. Name the fundamental rights mentioned in the Indian 

Constitution.   

Q4.Define the Constitution ?   

Q5. What do official records not tell? How do we come to know 

about the people?  

Q6. How was survey important under colonial administration?  



Q7. Enumerate six principles of sustainable development?  

Q8. Why are resources unequivocally distributed over the earth?  

Q9. Explain the term resource conservation and sustainable 

development?  


